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result, these materials produce a large variety of physical
phenomena characteristic of this low-dimensionality, such
as Peierls transition, charge-density wave (CDW) or spin-
density wave (SDW) states (4), Tomonaga–Luttinger liquid
state (5), etc. Second, the TTF-moiety itself has a
possibility of producing various derivatives by introducing
substituents and/or exchanging chalcogen atoms, hence
synthetic chemists can also contribute to enlarge the field of
the novel electronic system. For example, when the parent
molecule TTF is modified with two ethylenedithio groups,
the resulting BEDT–TTF produces a number of molecular
metals and superconductors (1). Due to these character-
istics, TTF-based molecular conductors have fascinated
both physicists and chemists.

Besides the electronic properties, magnetism is another
important aspect of properties in solid-state science.
Magnetic materials based on organic molecules are not
only challenging targets for synthetic chemists, but also
important for physicists especially from the viewpoints of
low-dimensional quantum-spin system. However, although
the electrical properties of solid-state organic materials
have almost a half-century long history, the study of
magnetic organic molecular materials has been lagging
behind. One of the difficulties comes from the fact that the
organic radicals with unpaired spins are in general
kinetically unstable and easily form chemical bonds with
neighboring molecules to annihilate the unpaired spins.
In order to achieve their kinetic stability, the introduction
of bulky protecting group around the radical center is
necessary. However, this modification at the same time
weakens intermolecular magnetic interaction between the
organic radicals. For example, the first pure-organic
ferromagnet, p-nitrophenyl nitronyl nitroxide (6) has the
magnetic transition temperature of 0.60 K, which tempera-
ture is achieved only with 3He refrigerator. As a matter of
fact, this weakness of magnetic interaction does not hold
for transition metal complexes with unpaired spins. Since
the transition metal ions have partially filled d-orbitals, the
The crystal structures, electronic and magnetic properties

of conducting molecular magnets developed in our group are

reviewed. (DMET)2FeBr4 is composed of alternating stacks of

quasi-one-dimensional (1D) donor sheets and square lattice

magnetic anion sheets. This salt undergoes an SDW transition

of the donor layer at 40K and an antiferromagnetic transition

of Fe
3+

spins on the anion layer at 3.7K. The one-to-one

correspondence of the anomalies appearing on the magnetization

curves with those on the magnetoresistance supports the

presence of the p–d interaction. (EDO–TTFI2)2[M(mnt)2]
(M=Ni,Pt) consists of 1D chains of conducting donors and

magnetic anions aligned in parallel. These salts show metallic

conductivity accompanied with a metal–insulator transition

around 90K. Localized spins on the anions behave as a 1D

ferromagnet, whose origin is explained by McConnell’s first

model. The properties of related materials, (EDTDM)2FeBr4,

(EDS–TTF)2FeBr4 and (EDO–TTFBr2)2FeBr4, are also pre-

sented. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Physical properties of molecular metals and super-
conductors are one of the central interests in the field of
solid-state physics and chemistry (1,2). From the discovery
of charge-transfer complex TTF–TCNQ in 1973 (3), most
of the molecular conductors are built with TTF-derivative
molecules. The characteristic features of molecular con-
ductors, in contrast to inorganic atom-based materials, can
be summarized as follows. First, since the constituent
molecules are planar in general and their HOMOs have
p-orbital characters, the molecular conductors have in-
herent low-dimensionality in their electronic nature. As a
7
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FIG. 1. Molecular structures of donor molecules; DMET (4,5-

ethylenedithio-40, 50-dimethyl-1,3-dithia-10,30-diselenafulvalene), EDTDM

(4,5-ethylenedithio-40,50-dimethyltetrathiafulvalene), EDS–TTF (4,5-ethy-

lenediselenotetrathiafulvalene), EDO–TTFX2 (X=Br, I; 4,5-ethylene-

dithio-40,50-dihalotetrathiafulvalene), M(mnt)2 (M=Ni, Pt; mnt=

malononitriledithiolate), TTF (tetrathiafulvalene), TMTSF (tetramethyl-

tetraselenafulvalene), BEDT–TTF (bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene),

C1TET–TTF (4,5-ethylenedithio-40,50- bis(methylthio)tetrathiafulvalene),

and BETS (bis(ethylenedithio)tetraselenafulvalene).
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resulting complex molecules have localized spins without
losing chemical stability. For example, decamethylferroce-
nium tetracyanoethlene [Fe(C5Me5)2]TCNE undergoes a
ferromagnetic transition at 4.8 K (7), which temperature
is reached using a simple liquid 4He cryostat.

The hybridization of molecular metals and magnetic
transition metal complexes gives an important feature to
the physics and chemistry. When magnetic ions with d-
electrons are introduced as a counterpart for organic
donors in charge-transfer complexes, an exchange interac-
tion defined as a p–d exchange interaction will be present
between the donors and anions. In this case, p-conduction
carriers work to mediate the exchange interaction between
the localized magnetic moments of d-electrons. This system
is regarded as the molecular version of the ordinary
inorganic metallic magnetic system with transition metal,
where the exchange interactions between the spins are
achieved through the s–d or s–f interaction. Even when
the organic metallic systems occasionally have insulating
ground states, due to the instability inherent to the low-
dimensionality (Peierls instability, charge-density wave), or
strong correlation between the p-electrons (Mott insulator,
spin-density wave), p-electrons can be coupled with the
magnetic moments of d-electrons through the p–d exchange
interaction to produce novel magnetic systems. Based on
these viewpoints, we have developed a number of
molecular magnets based on TTF-type derivatives, and
investigated their electronic and magnetic properties in
detail (8). For example, (BEDT–TTF)3CuBr4 undergoes
an antiferromagnetic transition at TN=7.65 K, where the
large exchange interaction between the magnetic CuBr4

2–

anions (J=�15.7 K) is explained in terms of the coopera-
tion of the extended nature of the unpaired d-electrons of
CuBr4

2– anions and the close intermolecular donor–anion
contacts (9). A molecular weak ferromagnet (C1TET–
TTF)FeBr4 is featured as a triangle-based ladder magnetic
system, where the superexchange interaction between the
d-electron spins on magnetic anions is mediated by the
p-electrons system of the donor molecules (10). Such p–d
interaction-based conducting molecular magnets also
attract many research groups to extend the fields of the
molecule-based magnets (11). One of the pioneering works
among them which is still regarded as a representative
material in this field is l-(BETS)2MCl4 (M=Fe, Ga) (12).
The FeCl4 salt shows a p–d coupled antiferromagnetic state
including the field-induced superconductivity (13).

The present article extends our recent work on the
physical properties of conducting molecular magnets based
on TTF-type organic donors such as DMET, EDTDM,
EDS–TTF and EDO–TTFX2 (X=I, Br) presented in
Fig. 1, with counter anions having localized moments of
d-electrons. In the next section, we will discuss our strategy
for obtaining conducting molecular magnets. In Section 3,
the discussion is devoted to the salt DMET2FeBr4, in
which the presence of the p–d exchange interaction is
directly proved by the comparison of its transport and
magnetic properties. The magnitude of the p–d exchange
interaction is systematically investigated by the chalcogen
substitution of the donor part by using EDTDM and
EDS–TTF, whose results are also discussed. In Section 4
we discuss the molecular conducting magnets based on
EDO–TTFX2. This molecule also produces p–d interac-
tion-based molecular magnet with the FeBr4 anion, where
the intermolecular halogen?halogen interaction plays an
important role in regulating the crystal structure and
transmitting the magnetic interaction. The salts of this
donor with M(mnt)2 anions (M=Ni, Pt; mnt=maleoni-
triledithiolate) are also presented, which are first examples
of molecular conductor with magnetic anions which shows
metallic conduction and ferromagnetic interaction simul-
taneously.

2. APPROACH TO CONDUCTING MOLECULAR

MAGNETS

Here we describe our strategy for achieving conducting
molecular magnets based on the p–d exchange interaction
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in TTF-type salts with transition metal complexes,
where TTF donors based on p-electrons and magnetic
anions having localized spins of d-electrons contribute
to electron transport and magnetism, respectively.
Before doing this, we first summarize the discussion
on the electronic structure of the pure TTF-based
organic conductors in terms of the Hubbard Hamiltonian,
because it can give some suggestions to designing
p–d interaction system as we will see later. In the
TTF-based organic conductors, the constituent donor
molecules are in a partially oxidized state, and the
transport carriers (electrons or holes, depending on the
degree of the oxidation) of the conductors belong to the
highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of the
constituent donor molecules. The movement of the carriers
in a solid can be described using two fundamental
parameters, the transfer integral t and the on-site Coulomb
repulsion energy U. The transfer integral t is given by the
following equation:

t ¼
Z

c�
i ðrÞ #Hciþ1ðrÞ dr; ½1	

where #H is the Hamiltonian for the one electron term,
and ciðrÞ is the wave function of the HOMO of the
ith donor molecule. This transfer integral t is interpreted
as an intermolecular version of resonance integral
b appearing in the H .uckel molecular orbital theory.
From the viewpoint of molecular design, this quantity
can be controlled by suitable introduction of substituents
and/or chalcogen substitution, such as the modifications
of TTF into BEDT–TTF and TMTSF (Fig. 1). On the
other hand, the on-site Coulomb repulsion energy U is
defined as

U ¼ Eð2Þ þ Eð0Þ � 2Eð1Þ; ½2	

where E(n) is the energy of a donor molecule whose
HOMO contains n electrons. Obviously, the quantity U
vanishes under the one-electron approximation scheme
where the relation Eð2Þ � Eð0Þ ¼ 2ðEð1Þ � Eð0ÞÞ holds,
since electrostatic repulsion between two electrons on the
same molecule is neglected for this case. Therefore, U can
be understood in terms of the electrostatic potential

UEe2=er; ½3	

where e is the dielectric constant and r is the mean distance
between two electrons in the HOMO of the molecule,
which corresponds to the size of the p-electron system on
the molecule itself. For example, the on-site Coulomb
repulsion can be reduced by the extension of the molecular
p-orbital, such as the introduction of the electron-rich
substituents into the parent TTF moiety.
Using these parameters, the electronic state of molecular
conductors is described with the Hubbard Hamiltonian

#H ¼ U
X
i

nimnik þ t
X
i;s

cþi;sci�1;s þ cþi�1;sci;s

� �
; ½4	

where cþi;s and ci;s are the creation and annihilation
operators, respectively, for the electron on the ith molecule
having s (=m or k) spin, and ni;s 
 cþi;sci;s is the number
operator for this electron. The second term of the
Hamiltonian describes the kinetic energy for the movement
that an electron jumps from molecule i�1 to molecule i and
vice versa. Since t is negative, this movement energetically
stabilizes the electronic system. On the other hand, the first
term appears only if two electrons are present on the same
molecule, hence it suppresses the intermolecular motion of
the electrons. This competition between these two terms
produces a large variety of electronic structures in
molecular systems. The condition t b U favors itinerant
metallic states, whereas the condition t 5 U stabilizes
localized insulating states. In the latter case, the Hubbard
Hamiltonian is reduced to the Heisenberg Hamiltonian

#H ¼ �J
X
i

S i � S iþ1; ½5	

where J is the exchange interaction, and Si is the spin
operator for the electron located on the ith molecule. By
directly solving the Hubbard Hamiltonian for two-mole-
cule system having two electrons, J is expressed with U
and t as

J ¼ �
4t2

U
½6	

under the condition of t 5 U.
Similar discussion is also applicable to the interaction

between the p-electrons on the donor layer and the d-
electrons on the magnetic anion layer. The Hubbard
Hamiltonian for a donor–anion pair is expressed as

#H ¼ Upnpmnpk þUdndmndk þ tpd
X
s

cþpscds þ cþdscps
� �

; ½7	

where suffixes p and d denote the p- and d-electron systems,
respectively, and tpd is the transfer integral between them.
Solving this Hamiltonian, the magnitude of the p–d
exchange interaction is evaluated as

J ¼ �2t2pd
1

Up
þ

1

Ud

� �
: ½8	

This result shows the guideline for achieving large p–d
exchange interaction between the donor and anion systems,
i.e., the decrease of the on-site Coulomb repulsions for
donor and anion molecules, and the increase of the transfer
integral between them. We can therefore select the
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constituent transition metal complex anion and TTF-type
donor molecules in the following way. When the unpaired
d-electrons of the central metal for the anion are
delocalized to the ligands, the on-site Coulomb repulsion
for the anion Ud is reduced. At the same time, this
delocalization increases the spin density on the ligands that
are located close to the donor counterparts, and inter-
molecular transfer integral tpd increases simultaneously.
From these points magnetic anions such as MBr4

n– or
[M(S2C2R2)2]

n– (M=3d transition metal; R=CN, etc.) are
plausible, since their central metals (M) and ligands (Br–or
S2C2R2

2–) are connected not only with s-bonding but also
with p-bonding, which enables the back donation of the
unpaired d-electrons from the central metal to the ligands.
For the donor part, the reduction of Up and increase of tpd
are required for obtaining metallic systems as we have
already discussed before. Therefore, our strategy for the
design of conducting molecular magnet is summarized as
the combination of highly polarizable magnetic anion with
donor molecules that are guaranteed to give good metallic
systems.

3. (DMET)2FEBR4 AND RELATED SALTS

3.1. (DMET)2FeBr4

DMET is an asymmetric donor regarded as a hybrid of
TMTSF and BEDT–TTF (Fig. 1). The first aim in
designing this molecule was to extend the world of
molecular conductors by reproducing the characteristics
of these two donors (1). TMTSF molecule has a strong
tendency of quasi-1D stable metals regardless of counter
anions, including the first organic superconductor
TMTSF2PF6 (14). On the other hand, the crystal structures
of BEDT–TTF salts show a large variety of donor packing
patterns which are categorized as a-, b-, y- and k-type
structures (15). According to these structural motifs, their
physical properties have a large variety extending from
insulators, metals to superconductors (1).

DMET molecule forms salts with various counter anions
in a 2:1 stoichiometry (16). Since the TMTSF part and
BEDT–TTF part of this molecule have different thickness
due to the difference in the van der Waals radii of sulfur
(1.80 (A) and selenium (1.90 (A) (17), this donor molecule
has a strong tendency of forming 1D column with head-to-
tail overlapping modes with large intermolecular transfer
integrals. The physical properties of (DMET)2X salts
depend on the molecular shape of the counter anion. The
salts with octahedral anions (PF6

� and AsF6
�) show

semiconductive behavior. For the tetrahedral anions
(BF4

� and ClO4
�), on the other hand, the electrical

conductivity reveals the metallic behavior down to ca.
40 K where metal–insulator transition takes place, and the
insulator phase is characterized as an SDW state (18).
When the counter anion is a linear anion, such as I3
–, IBr2

–

or AuX2
– (X=I, Br, Cl, CN), the salt shows metallic

properties and undergoes a superconducting transition,
whose transition temperature depends on the size of the
counter anion (16). Due to this high ability of DMET
donor in forming a stable metallic system, we have focused
on this donor molecule as the constituent of the organic
part of the p–d interaction-based molecular magnets (19).

Figure 2 shows the crystal structure of (DMET)2FeBr4.
The donor molecules are stacked to form uniform 1D
columns. The column located at zB0 and 1=2 are extended
along the a+b and a�b directions, respectively. This
difference in the column elongation directions, which can
be referred to as the ‘‘double-column’’ structure, is
observed also in the crystal of (DMET)2BF4 (20). How-
ever, the detailed stacking mode of the donor molecules is
somewhat different between these salts. Comparison of the
transfer integrals calculated using the extended H .uckel
Hamiltonian (21) shows that the FeBr4 salt has almost
uniform donor columns, whereas for the BF4 salt the donor
columns are dimerized. The uniform donor columns then
interact with each other through close Se?S intermole-
cular contacts (distance: 3.72 (A) to form a sheet structure
on the ab-plane. However, the strength of the interchain
interactions (0.06–0.1 eV) is 10–20% of the intrachain ones,
hence this salt is regarded as a quasi-1D system. The
calculated band structure of this salt suggests a 3

4
filled 1D

metallic state. Because of the ‘‘double column’’ structure,
the Fermi surfaces for the columns around zB0 and 1

2
are

independent and are extended to the different directions.
Due to this ‘‘multi Fermi surfaces’’ feature, which explains
the stability of 1D metallic states in b-Me4N[M(dmit)2]2
(M=Ni, Pd) (22), this FeBr4 salt is expected to have a
stable metallic system, or at least the Peierls distortion can
be suppressed. The tetrahedral FeBr4

� anions form a
distorted square lattice formed by Br?Br contacts, whose
distance (3.88 (A) is slightly longer than twice that of the
van der Waals distance of the bromine atom
(2� 1.85=3.70 (A) (17). These anion sheets then interact
with the donor sheets through intermolecular Br?S
contacts, whose distance (3.76 (A) is comparable to the
corresponding van der Waals distance (3.65 (A). Therefore,
the structure of this salt is characterized with the
alternating stacking of DMET donor conducting sheets
and FeBr4

– magnetic sheets, between which interlayer
interactions with considerable strengths are expected.
(DMET)2GaBr4, the salt with diamagnetic counter anion,
is isomorphous to (DMET)2FeBr4, hence this GaBr4 salt
can be treated as a reference material to estimate the effect
of p–d interaction of the FeBr4 salt.

Figure 3 presents the temperature dependence of the
electrical resistivity for (DMET)2FeBr4 and (DMET)2-

GaBr4. The conductivity of the FeBr4 salt at room
temperature is 15 S cm�1, which is comparable to the other
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metallic DMET salts (16). From the peak appeared in the
T vs d ln r/d(T�1) plot (inset of Fig. 3), the metal–insulator
transition temperature is estimated at TMIB40 K regard-
less of the counter anion, which is close to that of the BF4
� c
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of (DMET)2FeBr4

(open squares) and (DMET)2GaBr4 (filled circles). Inset: temperature

dependence of the activation energies.
salt (23). This metal–insulator transition is also confirmed
from the static susceptibility of DMET2GaBr4, where the
susceptibility comes only from the p-electron part. Above
TMI, the susceptibility shows small temperature depen-
dence ascribed to the Pauli paramagnetism, whereas below
TMI it shows steep decrease showing the disappearance of
the conduction electrons. This result therefore shows that
the metal–insulator transition cannot be assigned to the
Mott transition. If we take into consideration the fact that
X-ray oscillation photograph shows no difference between
above and below TMI, the possibility of CDW transition
can also be ruled out. Therefore, the nature of this metal–
insulator transition can be presumably assigned to the
SDW transition.

The magnetic susceptibility obeys the Curie–Weiss law in
the high-temperature regime (Fig. 4(a)). The Curie con-
stant C and the Weiss temperature Y are estimated at
4.4 emu K mol�1 and �5.7 K, respectively. This Curie
constant C is in good agreement with the calculated value
of the S=5/2 magnetic anion contribution. This salt
undergoes an antiferromagnetic transition at TN=3.7 K.
Since no short-range order hump is observed in the
susceptibility above TN, this salt can be treated as a
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three-dimensional (3D) magnetic system, where donor
p-electrons bridging anion quasi-square lattice produce
interlayer exchange paths. The magnetization curve at
1.8 K (Fig. 5) shows a spin–flop transition at BSF=2 T
when the external field is applied parallel to the spin easy
axis (=a-axis). It should be noted that the easy-axis
magnetization curve is beyond the hard-axis magnetization
curve above the spin–flop field BSF, and has a shoulder
around B1=3.5 T. Similar shoulder is observed also for the
hard-axis (=b-axis) magnetization curve around B2=5 T.
These anomalies more clearly appear as peaks on the
dM/dB vs B curves, i.e., field dependence of the magnetic
susceptibilities (Fig. 5). These unusual magnetic behavior
cannot be explained in terms of Fe3+ (S=5/2) spins alone,
strongly suggesting that the donor molecules effectively
participate in the magnetic behaviors.

For the purpose of confirming the contribution of the
donor p-electron system in the magnetism, the magnetore-
sistance is measured on applying the external field along
the a- and b-axis. Figure 6 presents the field dependence of
the magnetoresistance measured at 1.6 K (oTN). For the
in-plane transport (r8), the negative magnetoresistance is
observed up to 15 T with a minimum appearing around
6 T. At the external field corresponding to BSF, an
anomalous discontinuity is detected for the easy axis
direction. In contrast, the interplane magnetoresistance
(r>) is negative only up to ca. 5 T with a spin–flop-induced
singularity in the easy axis direction, while the magnetore-
sistance becomes positive above that field. For the hard
axis direction, the magnetoresistance is positive with a
discontinuous change at B2=5 T, at which the magnetiza-
tion has an anomaly. This one-to-one correspondence
between the magnetoresistance and magnetization is a
direct evidence for the presence of the p-d interaction.

The origin of the correlation between the transport and
magnetic behavior can be understood as follows. Below
TMI, the donor system is in the SDW state, and localized
spins generated are spatially ordered with a four-fold
periodicity. Below TN, the anion spins become antiferro-
magnetically ordered with a two-fold periodicity. The
localized donor spins are then coupled with the anion spins
to gain stabilization energy, hence the translational motion
of SDW that causes the transport in the insulator phase
destabilizes the magnetic energy. When the applied field
becomes strong enough to arrange all anion spins
ferromagnetically, no energy is required in the SDW
translational motion. Therefore, the elevation of the field
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gives negative magnetoresistance up to the saturation field
of Fe3+ spins. The anomaly at BSF in the magnetoresis-
tance is the consequence of a change in the magnetic energy
accompanied with the spin–flop transition, which modifies
the ease in the SDW translational motion.

3.2. (EDTDM)2FeBr4

If the donor molecules of (DMET)2FeBr4 can be
substituted with analogues keeping the crystal structure
unchanged, it is possible to investigate systematically the
role of the p-electron system in the p–d interaction-based
molecular magnets. Based on this viewpoint, we prepared
(EDTDM)2FeBr4, all-sulfur version of (DMET)2FeBr4,
to compare their physical properties with (DMET)2

FeBr4 (24).
The crystal structures of the two salts (EDTDM)2FeBr4

and (EDTDM)2GaBr4 are close to that of (DMET)2FeBr4

(Fig. 2). Namely, the donor molecules form the ‘‘double-
column’’ structure and the FeBr4

� anions form
quasi-square-lattice two-dimensional (2D) magnetic sheets.
However, from the comparison of intermolecular overlap
integrals between (EDTDM)2FeBr4 and (DMET)2FeBr4,
the donor columns of the EDTDM salt are slightly
dimerized and have weaker side-by-side interactions
between donors compared to the DMET salt. The
distances of the intermolecular Br?Br contacts between
anions (3.87 (A) and Br?S contact between anion and
donor (3.74 (A) are similar to the corresponding values of
the DMET salt. Since the structural difference between the
EDTDM salt and DMET salt is concentrated on the donor
site, we can expect that the comparison of their physical
properties reveals the role of the p-electrons in the p–d
interaction systems.

For both (EDTDM)2FeBr4 and (EDTDM)2GaBr4, the
in-plane resistivity shows metallic behavior above ca. 200 K
and semiconducting behavior below 200 K. However, the
magnetic susceptibility of (EDTDM)2GaBr4 shows Pauli
paramagnetic behavior above 20 K, whose contribution
gradually decreases as the temperature is lowered. Since
the Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility is proportional to
the density of states at the Fermi level, the decrease in the
carrier concentration explains the apparent semiconductor-
like behavior in the resistivity for To200 K even in the
metallic phase. Below 20 K, the susceptibility steeply
decreases as the temperature decreases, suggesting the
appearance of an antiferromagnetic ordered state. Accord-
ing to the recent 13C-NMR measurement for the 13C-
enriched sample by Miyagawa et al., the spin–lattice
relaxation rate T1

�1 takes a peak at ca. 15 K showing the
presence of a magnetic transition, and a SDW state is
suggested as a ground state.

The susceptibility obeys the Curie–Weiss law in the high-
temperature region above 50 K, where the Curie constant C
and the Weiss temperature Y are estimated at
4.7 emu K mol�1 and –2.8 K, respectively (Fig. 5(b)). From
the Curie constant, it is proved that Fe3+ high-spin species
(S=5/2) mainly serves as the origin of the magnetism of
(EDTDM)2FeBr4. This salt shows an antiferromagnetic
transition at TN=3 K, below which the magnetic easy axis
is the a-axis. Figure 7 shows the magnetization curves
at 1.9 K for (EDTDM)2FeBr4. From the magnetization
curves, a spin–flop transition occurs at BSF=1.8 T in
addition to the appearance of an anomaly at B1=2.9 T
when the magnetic field is applied along the a-axis. When
the field is parallel to the b-axis, the magnetization curve
has a shoulder around B2=4.5 T. The comparison of the
magnetization curves with those of the DMET salt reveals
that the spin–flop field BSF is almost unchanged, while the
anomalies at B1 and B2 appear at the lower field. Since
the main differences between these two salts are in the
p-electron part, it is suggested that the anomalies at B1

and B2 are related to the participation of the donor in
the magnetism.

One of the virtues of the selenium-to-sulfur substitution
is the ease of the ESR measurements, since for DMET salts
the large spin–orbit coupling for the selenium atom
broadens the line width of the ESR absorption. The ESR
signal of (EDTDM)2GaBr4 appears as one Lorentzian
peak with line width DHpp=0.7 mT and g-value g=2.01
at room temperature when the field is applied along
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the out-of-plane direction (=c-axis). In contrast, in
the applied field along the a7b direction in the
conduction plane, two Lorentzian peaks are observed
with g-value g=2.0079 and 2.0025, which is the conse-
quence of the ‘‘double-column’’ structure. Since the long
axes of donor molecules are parallel to the c-axis, two
donor columns are equivalent for this direction, giving a
single absorption. On the other hand, when the field is
applied in the conducting plane, two columns are generally
non-equivalent, giving two peaks in the ESR spectra whose
g-values correspond to the side-by-side direction and the
normal of the molecular plane, respectively. For the FeBr4

salt, a broad ESR signal (DHpp=55 mT) is detected, which
is assigned to the localized spins on the FeBr4

� anions. This
line width increases with decreasing temperature and below
15 K it abruptly diverges (Fig. 8(a)), which is consistent
with the appearance of the SDW state below 15 K as
previously described. Since there is a possibility for the
FeBr4 salt that the contribution of the p-electron spins is
concealed by the large d-electron spins, the ESR spectra of
the spin-diluted mixed salt (EDTDM)2Fe0.01Ga0.99Br4 is
also investigated to elucidate the interaction between the
p- and d-electrons. The ESR signal of the mixed salt
appears as a single Lorentzian peak without separating the
contribution of p- and d-electron spins regardless of
the direction of the applied field. This coalescence shows
the presence of the exchange interaction between the p- and
d-electron spins, i.e., the neighboring two donor columns
interact with each other via localized Fe3+ spins. The
temperature dependence of the g-values (Fig. 8(b)) shows
that the g-value of the mixed salt is shifted from that of the
GaBr4 salt, and the magnitude of this shift becomes larger
as the temperature decreases. Due to the coalescence
of the ESR absorptions from the p- and d-electron
spins, the observed g-value is expressed as g ¼
ðwpgp þ wdgd Þ=ðwp þ wd Þ; where gp and gd are the g-values
and wp , wd are the spin susceptibilities of the p- and d-
electron spins, respectively. The p-part wp has small
temperature dependence because of the Pauli paramagnet-
ism, whereas wd has a Curie-like behavior. The contribu-
tion of the d-electron spin therefore becomes larger as
the temperature decreases, which leads to the downward
g-value shift.
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The apparent semiconductive behavior of this salt is
suppressed by applying the hydrostatic pressure to the
sample. As the pressure increases, the temperature for the
resistivity minimum decreases. When the applied pressure
is around 0.92 GPa, the resistivity shows an anomaly
around the N!eel temperature TN, which is clearly observed
on the EA (activation energy) vs T plot (Fig. 9). This
anomaly gradually disappears by further application of the
pressure. These results suggest that the magnetic ordering
of the localized d-electrons strongly affects the conducting
p-electrons, especially in this marginal pressure region
between the SDW and metallic states. In the low-pressure
regime (Po0.5 GPa), the conduction p-electrons are
already localized at TN due to the SDW generation, hence
the antiferromagnetic transition of the anion layer does not
work effectively on the p-electrons. In the high-pressure
region (P>1.35 GPa), on the contrary, the metallic state
is stabilized so that the effect of magnetic ordering of
the anions is not strong enough to induce the transition. In
the marginal region (PB0.92 GPa), the antiferromagnetic
transition of the anion layer can lead to induce SDW
transition of the p-electrons as a consequence of the p–d
interaction between donors and anions. A preliminary
experiment in this pressure region shows a giant negative
magnetoresistance ðDrðBÞ=rð0Þ ¼ �0:6 for B>7 T), also
showing the high sensibility of the p-electron system of the
donor layers to the magnetic ordering of the anion layers.

3.3. (EDS–TTF)2FeBr4

(EDTDM)2FeBr4 shows magnetic properties similar to
(DMET)2FeBr4 in spite of different electron transport
properties. This might come from the similarity of
intermolecular Br?S contact, which is expected to be
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resistivity of (EDTDM)2FeBr4 under hydrostatic pressures. Open circles:

P=0.92 GPa, filled circles: P=1.35 GPa, open squares: P=1.76 GPa.
responsible for the realization of the p–d interaction. It is
therefore expected that the modification of the p–d
interaction can be achieved by the selenium substitution
at the outer six-membered ring of the donor. Based on this
viewpoint, crystal structure and physical properties of the
novel molecular conductor (EDS–TTF)2FeBr4 were inves-
tigated.

The crystal structure of (EDS–TTF)2FeBr4 is similar to
that of (DMET)2FeBr4 and (EDTDM)2FeBr4 (Fig. 2), in
spite of the absence of two methyl groups in the donor
molecule. A remarkable difference within the donor layer is
the dimerization of the donor stacks. The ratio of intra- to
interdimer transfer integrals within a donor column is
estimated at 1.33, which is larger than the corresponding
values for (DMET)2FeBr4 (1.02) and (EDTDM)2FeBr4

(1.12). The donors and anions are connected via close
Br?Se contacts, whose distance (3.49 (A) is shorter than
the sum of van der Waals radii of Br and Se (3.75 (A) (17).
Between the 1,3-dithiol ring of the donor and bromide
ligand of anion, CH?Br type hydrogen bond (C?Br:
3.55 (A) is also observed.

The salt shows high conductivity at room temperature
(400 S cm�1) and metallic properties down to ca. 250 K.
Below this temperature it behaves as a semiconductor with
the activation energy EA=380 K. The result of the band
structure calculation shows that the EDS–TTF salt has
stronger 1D character than the DMET and EDTDM salts.
This one dimensionality and/or dimerization of the donor
columns can be responsible for the metal–insulator
transition.

The magnetic susceptibility obeys the Curie–Weiss law
with the Curie constant C=4.58 emu Kmol�1 and Weiss
temperature Y=�0.93 K (Fig. 5(c)). Despite the presence
of the close Br?Se contacts between the anion and donor
layers, the exchange interaction between the magnetic
anions is negligible, and no magnetic phase transition is
observed down to 1.8 K. The magnetization curve at 2 K
is well fitted with the Brillouin curve for S=5/2 spins,
showing little exchange interaction between the localized
spins on the anions.

The semiempirical molecular orbital calculation using
PM3 Hamiltonian (25) reveals that the Se 4p orbital hardly
contributes to the HOMO of the EDS–TTF molecule
(atomic orbital coefficient=0.09). Nevertheless, the outer
sulfur atoms of DMET or EDTDM molecules have larger
contribution to their HOMOs (atomic orbital coefficient
B0.15). Since the magnitude of the p2d interaction is
expected to be proportional to the square of atomic orbital
coefficient at the intermolecular contact site, the p2d
interaction in the EDS–TTF salt becomes small compared
to the DMET or EDTDM salt, in spite of the presence of
considerable close contacts between donors and anions. It
is also noteworthy that the intermolecular Br?Br distance
between FeBr4 anions is almost the same among the
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EDS–TTF, DMET and EDTDM salts, whereas EDS–TTF
salt shows no antiferromagnetic transition at least down to
1.8 K. The presence of the p2d interaction in the DMET
and EDTDM salts is therefore proved to be essential for
the long-range magnetic ordering.

4. MOLECULAR CONDUCTING METAL BASED

ON HALOGENATED DONORS

4.1. (EDO–TTFBr2)2FeBr4

For the purpose of fabricating molecular conductors
with good electrical condution, the molecular alignment
should obviously be controlled so as to increase inter-
molecular overlap of the p-electron system. One of the
strategies for this requirement is the introduction of the
intermolecular interaction such as halogen?halogen con-
tacts. Closely connected halogen?halogen contacts have
geometrical preferences, whose origin is explained as the
electrostatic forces anisotropy arising from the lone-pair
electron density of the halogen atoms (26). From this
viewpoint, this interaction has been utilized for the
development of novel organic conductors based on
halogenated TTF-derivatives (27).
o

a

o

c

(a)

(b)

FIG. 10. Crystal structure of (EDO–TTFBr2)2FeBr4 projected (a) along

contacts between the donor and anion molecules.
Here we focus on the donor molecule EDO–TTFX2

(X=Br, I) (28) as a constituent of molecular conducting
magnets. Since the halogen substituents has high polariz-
ability, the intermolecular halogen?halogen interaction
can serve not only as controlling the crystal structure, but
also as a pathway for mediating magnetic interaction
between the donor and magnetic anion. In addition, the
TTF-derivatives having ethylenedioxy group(s) have strong
tendency of giving stable metallic system (29), which is
also a good character for obtaining molecular magnetic
metals.

Figure 10 shows the crystal structure of (EDO–
TTFBr2)2FeBr4. In the crystal, the donor molecules are
stacked in a head-to-tail fashion to form uniform 1D
columns elongated along the c-axis. The tetrahedral FeBr4

�

anions are located between the donor columns, forming 1D
chains along the a-axis with intermolecular Br?Br
contacts (3.87 (A). The donor columns and anions are then
linked with close intermolecular Br?Br contacts, whose
distance (3.54 (A) is significantly shorter than twice that of
the van der Waals distance of the bromine atom
(2� 1.85=3.70 (A) (17). These contacts play an important
role in forming the uniform stacking of the donor
molecules within the columns.
b

b

the c-axis and (b) a-axis. Dashed lines denote the intermolecular Br?Br
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This salt has high conductivity (sRT ¼ 200 S cm�1) and
shows metallic behavior. Around T=30 K, the resistivity
takes a minimum, below which the salt shows semicon-
ducting behavior. The magnetic susceptibility deviates
from the Curie–Weiss law below TB200 K, suggesting
the presence of strong antiferromagnetic interaction
between the anion spins. Using the data of high-tempera-
ture region, the Weiss temperature is roughly estimated at
|Y|=20–30 K. Below 40 K the magnetic anisotropy
emerges, and at TN=13.5 K the susceptibility data show
a kink when the field is applied parallel to the a-axis
(Fig. 11). In this direction, the susceptibility takes a broad
maximum around T=8 K and then tends to vanish on the
low-temperature side of the maximum. Although this
complicated behavior cannot be explained as simple
antiferromagnetism, the magnitude of TN and |Y| for this
salt is the highest values among the p2d interaction-based
magnet thus far reported, suggesting the importance of
Br?Br contacts between the donor and anion for the
realization of magnetic interaction.

The origin of this strong intermolecular antiferromag-
netic interaction can be explained by molecular orbital
theory as follows. The semiempirical molecular orbital
calculation using PM3 Hamiltonian (25) reveals that
contribution of the Br 4p orbital to the HOMO of the
EDO–TTFBr2 molecule is negligibly small (atomic orbital
coefficient=0.06). However, this bromine contribution is
considerably large for NHOMO (0.14) and LUMO (0.32),
the latter of which has the s-character and hence
responsible for the intermolecular coordination. As a
result, these molecular orbitals also can participate in the
magnetic interaction through the close intermolecular
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FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of

(EDO–TTFBr2)2FeBr4 in a field of 1 T. Open diamonds: B 8 a-axis, filled

triangles: B 8 c-axis.
Br?Br contacts between the p-electron system of the
donor molecules and d-electron system of the magnetic
anion, which leads to the large exchange interaction
between the localized spins on the anions.

4.2. (EDO–TTFI2)2[M(mnt)2](M=NI, Pt)

Molecular magnets based on [M(mnt)2]
� (M=Ni,Pt;

mnt=maleonitriledithiolate) have been well studied (30),
some of which show ferromagnetic interaction (31). We
adopted these transition dithiolene complexes as a counter-
part of the halogenated TTF-derivative from the following
reasons (32): The unpaired d-electrons on the central metal
atom are considerably delocalized to the ligands, which are
experimentally confirmed by ESR spectra (33), hence the
metal–dithiolene complexes can be a good candidates for
achieving intermolecular magnetic interaction. This anion
also contains cyano groups, which is expected to form
strong –CN?I– coordination-bond-like interaction be-
tween the iodo group of the donor (27,34).

Figure 12 shows the crystal structure of (EDO–
TTFI2)2[M(mnt)2] (M=Ni, Pt) (Fig. 1), which does not
depend on the central atom of the counter anion. The
donor and anion molecules form uniform 1D chains
separately, both of which are elongated parallel to the c-
axis. For the donor chain, the intermolecular transfer
integrals between the donors are considerably large to form
1D p-electronic system. In the anion chain, on the other
hand, the central metal atom of a complex molecule faces
sulfur atoms of the adjacent molecules as featured with a
slipped metal-over-sulfur configuration. Despite a short
interplanar distance between the adjacent molecules (3.69
and 3.73 (A for M=Ni and Pt, respectively), the transfer
integral between their SOMOs is negligibly small compared
to the integrals within the donor chains. This ‘‘pseudo-
orthogonal’’ configuration may arise from the presence of a
strong intermolecular interaction between the iodo group
of the donor and the CN group of the anion, whose
distance (3.03 (A) is considerably smaller than the corre-
sponding van der Waals distance (3.53 (A) (17). This
closeness confirms the polarization of the –CNd�?Idþ–
interaction due to the positive charge on the donor
molecule. Between the donor and anion columns short
S?S contacts are also observed, whose distances are
comparable to the van der Waals distance (3.70 (A).

These salts have high conductivities along the stacking
direction of the molecules (110 and 170 S cm�1 at room
temperature for M=Ni and Pt, respectively) and show
metallic behavior down to ca. 110 K. Below this tempera-
ture metal–insulator transitions take place, whose transi-
tion temperatures are estimated at 88 and 96 K for M=Ni
and Pt, respectively, from the maximum of d ln r/d(T�1)
vs T plots. In the low-temperature insulating state, the
activation energies of the resistivity are considerably small,
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FIG. 12. Crystal structure of (EDO–TTFI2)2[M(mnt)2] (M=Ni, Pt) projected (a) along the b-axis and (b) along the long axis of the donor molecules.
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as estimated at EA=60 and 85 meV for M=Ni and Pt,
respectively. Since no distinct change is detected on X-ray
oscillation photographs from room temperature down to
16 K, their insulator phases can be ascribed to a 4kF CDW
or SDW state.

Figure 13(a) shows the temperature dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility w of (EDO-TTFI2)2[Ni(mnt)2]. The
value of wT at 300 K is estimated at 0.387 emu K mol�1,
which corresponds to one S=1/2 spin per formula unit that
is located on the [Ni(mnt)2]

� anion. As the temperature
decreases, the wT value increases showing the presence of
ferromagnetic interaction between the localized spins. The
susceptibility w is well fitted with the high-temperature
expansion of the 1D S=1/2 ferromagnetic Heisenberg
model (Eq. (5)) using the Pad!e approximation (35)

w ¼
N gmB
� �2

4kBT

1þ5:7980Kþ16:903K2 þ29:377K3þ29:833K4 þ14:037K5

1þ2:7980Kþ7:0087K2 þ8:6539K3 þ4:5743K4

	 
2=3

;

K ¼
J

4kBT
½9	
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with the exchange interaction J/kB=36 K. No long-range
magnetic ordering is detected down to 1.8 K, which is the
consequence of the 1D Heisenberg magnet and suggests
the weakness of the interchain interaction.

The replacement of the central atom of the anion to
platinum causes different magnetic properties (Fig. 13(b)).
The wT value 0.392 emu K mol�1 at 300 K is again
consistent with an S=1/2 spin per anion. The susceptibility
w has a large anisotropy and well fitted with the exact
solution of the susceptibility [11] of the 1D ferromagnetic
Ising model [10] (36)

#H ¼ �J
X
i

SðiÞ
z Sðiþ1Þ

z ; ½10	

w ¼
NðgmBÞ

2

4kBT
expðJ=2kBTÞ; ½11	

with the exchange interaction J/kB=40 K, because of the
large spin–orbit interaction of platinum atom. Further-
more, interchain antiferromagnetic interaction causes an
antiferromagnetic transition at TN=5.5 K. On the magne-
tization curve at T=2 K (Fig. 14(a)), an abrupt increase of
the magnetization appears at BC=0.15 T when the external
field is applied parallel to the a–b axis. As the magnetiza-
tion is already saturated just above the transition field BC,
this magnetic transition can be assigned as a metamagnet
transition. From the transition field, the magnitude of the



FIG. 15. Schematic representation of spin density of M(mnt)2. Dotted

line shows the ‘‘local’’ antiferromagnetic interaction.
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interchain antiferromagnetic interaction is estimated at
J0=50 mK, which is comparable to the contribution of the
dipole–dipole interaction. In addition to the metamagnetic
transition, a hysteretic behavior appears in the low-field
region just below BC, which can be qualitatively explained
with a model described in Fig. 14(b). In the field-increasing
process below 0.1 T, ferromagnetically ordered chains are
coupled antiferromagnetically. Then, above BC, the spins
in all the chains are parallelly aligned. In the field-
decreasing process from BC, many antiferromagnetic
domains grow and domain walls appear at the boundaries.
These ‘‘domain walls’’ are observed as the extra magneti-
zation in the decreasing process.

The origin of the ferromagnetic interaction can be
explained with McConnell’s first model (37). In spite of
the presence of short intermolecular atomic contacts
between adjacent two [M(mnt)2]

– anions, the transfer
integral between their SOMOs is negligibly small, which
suppresses the antiferromagnetic coupling between their
localized spins. The positive spin density on the central
metal induces the negative spin on the sulfur atoms that are
coordinated to the metal (38), which then couples with the
positive spin on the central metal of adjacent molecules
through ‘‘local’’ antiferromagnetic interaction (Fig. 15). As
a result, the spins on the central metal are ferromagneti-
cally aligned in the anion column.

5. CONCLUSION

We have developed conducting molecular magnets based
on TTF-type donors and magnetic counter anions, which
are classified into two groups in the present article. The first
part involves (DMET)2FeBr4 and related salts. (DMET)2

FeBr4 shows metallic behavior down to ca. 40 K, where the
SDW transition takes place. The magnetic anions undergo
an antiferromagnetic ordering, whose three dimensionality
shows the presence of magnetic interaction through the
donor layer. The magnetization curves in the
antiferromagnetic phase show complex behavior,
suggesting the contribution of the localized p-electrons
on the donor layers. The interplay of the p-electrons on the
donor side and the d-electrons on the anion side is directly
proven by the coincidence of the anomalies on the
magnetoresistance and magnetization curves. The results
on the related salts support this conclusion. (EDTDM)2

FeBr4 elucidates the role of p-electrons in the physical
properties, whereas the lack of the p2d interaction in
(EDS–TTF)2FeBr4 indicates the importance of the inter-
molecular overlap for the establishment of the p2d
interaction.

In the second part, we presented the molecular conduct-
ing magnet with a halogenated TTF-derivatives. The
crystal structures of (EDO–TTFBr2)2FeBr4 and (EDO–
TTFI2)2[M(mnt)2] (M=Ni, Pt) are characterized as the
presence of strong intermolecular Br?or I?NC bonds,
respectively. In the former salt the antiferromagnetic
interaction between the magnetic anion is quite large,
presumably due to the presence of this intermolecular
contact. In the latter salts, the magnetic anions are stacked
so that McConnel’s first model is applicable, leading to the
coexistence of metallic conduction and ferromagnetic
interaction first observed in the molecular conducting
magnets.

As mentioned above, organic complex-based molecular
magnets based on TTF-type donor molecules and magnetic
counter anions are found to be good targets for the
development of molecular magnetism. The most important
feature of these materials is the interplay of electrical
transport and magnetic properties. When the p-electronic
system on the donor molecules is in the marginal region
between metal and insulator phases, magnetic ordering of
the anion layer strongly affects the transport properties
on the donor layer. This will lead to the appearance of
magnetotransport properties such as a giant magnetoresis-
tance, which is drawing attention also from the viewpoints
of application. On the other side, if the metallic p-electronic
system is sufficiently stabilized, the localized d-electrons
will interact each other via free-electron-like conduction
carriers to produce long-range interaction known as the
Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yoshida (RKKY) interaction
(39). Since this interaction is the origin of strong
magnetism emerging in rare-earth magnetic metals for
example, the stabilization of metallic p-electronic system
will cause an evolution from conducting molecular magnets
into molecular magnetic metals. In addition, since the
RKKY exchange interaction has a spatially oscillatory
behavior between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
nature depending on the Fermi wave number kF of the
conduction electron system, a suitable design of p-
electronic conduction layer and d-electronic magnetic layer
will produce molecular ferromagnetic metal magnets,
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which is regarded as one of the challenging targets of
molecular magnets.
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